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R3: 2nergency Planning Contention

Jeno to Soard'and Parties:
:

The Board has requested C2G to anend its energency planning'

; contention and indicate what discovery it needs thoroon.

Contontion

The proposed neu energoney plan resolvos none of the concerns
identified in CJG's original contention. The University has responded

: to the deficiencios identified by 0;G in the contention and the deficiencies
'

identified in the original Staff review of the previous plan by essentially
declaring it need not have an energency plan, except for the reactor roon
itself. It does so en the solo basis of its assertion that no offsito
consequences in excess of 5 Ron thyroid are possible from any credible
incident,

,

( As the issue of offsite consequences is already in disputo in'

i Contention VIII and also XII, and since those cententions assort accidents
| nore serious than UCLA asserts, with consequences far in excess of the 5
| Ren thyroid threshhold lovel for requiring energency response planning,

C3G believes UCLA's new plan to be far worse than the old one, because
the new one is no plan at all.

Furthermore, the sole plan for firefighting, a letter of one
page from the City Firo Department, is completely inadequate. It says,
in essence, that if there is a fire at ;;2:L and the reactor is not involved,
the Fire Departaent will put it out; if the reactor is involved, they will
" confer. " " Conferring" at the scene of an energency as to what to do is
precisoly the opposite of having an anergency plan as to what to do,
Given the unique hasards in fighting a reactor fire, and the complete lacko oco

g of detail as to now such fire suppression would be undertaken in a way
o as to avoid naking the situation uorso, that part of the plan likewise
$ is no plan.
oo

| SS Finally, as C3G has stated elsewhere, there is no discussion of
energency response, post-accident doso assessnont, and other plans for*~

| o
y dealing with criticality accidents in the energency plan.
oo

$ In sun, the uncrella statement of the contention remains nore| o

| E$O true after the anondments than before; the plan is nore inadequate than
before; the previous bas:s still hold; and C3G therefore nodifies the
contention by nerely adding threo additional bases to the mntention, attached.
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D_iscover]

C3G will need discover;against Applicant, Staff, the Fire
Departnent, and agencios which the Fire Department may rely upon in
responding to a fire at the facility. This discover / nay entail any
or all of the norral discovery methods (interrogatories, production,
adnissions, depositions).

C3G will need two rounds of interrogatories, as was provided for
by the Board with regards the other contentions. C3G respectfully suggests
the first round of interrogatories occur after completion of response
(i.e. provision of the requested documents) to the first production
request, so as to avoid duplication or questions that can be answered
oy review of documents, ano so as to provide a way or obtainin6 infornation
lacking in said documents.

'dere the hearing process to De expedited, C3G might consider, as it did
before (to naught) voluntarily giving up certain discover / in order to
get to hearing sooner. 3ut in the absence thereor, the above discovery
rights will not voluntariAy be surrendered.
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Re entfully t ,

ni rdrsch
President
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::0DIFICATIOIS TO ColiTH:TIO: :CG
Frer,ency Plan

add the following items to the bases of the contention all else
remains unchanged-

10. There are no plans for responding to emergencies tnat have the potential
for consequences outside the reactor room.

11. The fire response plan lacks specifics as to how to safely and correctly
fight a firo in which the reactor is involved the provision to "confef'
at the site is inadequate from an energency planning standpoint.

12. There is no provision for adequately dealing with criticality accid:nts.
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